Nini Guerard

Accupuncturist & Herbalist Master of Theta Healing®
Healing with Sound & Color Beginning April
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3
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Soulmate Day
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Rhythm To A Perfect Weight

April
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Sound & Color

share their inner most desires, dream and goals. Someone
Nini includes a variety of sources from An- who will see them at their darkest hour and still stand by
cient Chinese classics to current cutting their side with love, understanding and compassion!
edge research, as well as projections into
World Relations
the future of medicine.
The ThetaHealing World Relations Seminar focuses on
Students will learn two distinct methods of speciﬁc cultures and beliefs to trigger present and past
healing with tuning forks and their corre- issues with races, religions, and people. Once these belief
sponding colors. Demonstration sessions issues come to light, the hidden hatreds and resentment
using acupuncture points and simple
that goes back centuries will be released. This will allow
meridian balancing using sound and color the participants to embrace and accept the people and
healing.
cultures of the world with true unconditional love.
The workshop provides students with
practical hands-on experience and is the Rhythmn To A Perfect Weight
Change your beliefs while learning a new exciting way to
perfect adjunct to any healing practice.
We are sound. We are color. Everything release weight and tap into your inner peace.This isn’t just
in the universe has a vibration and corre- a weight loss seminar! It is ﬁnding a real rhythm for your
sponding frequencies, working with these mind, body and spirit, while tapping into yourinner beauty
frequencies through tuning forks and color and love for your self through your own dreams and deis an exciting adventure into the amazing sires! This seminar teaches Vianna’s secrets to weight
loss.
phenomena of life itself!

Soulmate Day
Any and every one looking for love is
infatuated with ﬁnding their soul mate or
at least the idea that there is someone out
there that will ultimately love them for who
they truly are! The one special person to
Nini Guerard
spend there lives with and share

To register:

Abril Abundes (host)
www.abriabundes.com
5520399700
Mexico City, Mexico

